
Transcript: Attitudes of a Leader 
1:00 
am  

lollydaskal:  what are the key attitudes of a leader? @starbucker ? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

scedmonds:  Right now - tweetchat.com, #leadfromwithin with 
@lollydaskal & Terry @starbucker - #LeadFromWithin  

1:01 
am  

PhotoG814:  Positive outlook RT @lollydaskal: what are the key attitudes 
of a leader? @starbucker ? #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @scedmonds: Right now - tweetchat.com, 
#leadfromwithin with @lollydaskal & Terry @starbucker - 
#leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

lollydaskal:  @scedmonds so good to see you. #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

heart_path:  RT @LollyDaskal: what are the key attitudes of a leader? 
@starbucker ? #leadfromwithin/courage  

1:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  leader's attitude: believe they can positively shape their lives 
and careers. #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

bluemoonlady2:  RT @lollydaskal: leader's attitude: believe they can 
positively shape their lives and careers. #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

Starbucker:  Hi all! My absolute, #1 key attitude is positivity -"looking at 
the literal world in a favorable way" #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

scedmonds:  A1: servant heart #LeadFromWithin  

1:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: Hi all! My absolute, #1 key attitude is 
positivity -"looking at the literal world in a favorable way" 
#leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @Starbucker: Hi all! My absolute, #1 key attitude is 
positivity -"looking at the literal world in a favorable way" 
#leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A1: servant heart #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

paulbleier:  @LollyDaskal I believe resilience and perseverance are key 
to leaders, especially in today's fast moving environment 
#leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: collaborate rather than control #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @paulbleier: I believe resilience and perseverance are 
key to leaders, especially in todays fast moving environment 
#leadfromwithin  



1:04 
am  

heart_path:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: collaborate rather than control 
#leadfromwithin//empower others ...  

1:04 
am  

JKWleadership:  A1: Mentor and develop others #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

ccpryor:  @LollyDaskal collaboration with a team you believe in with 
a cause close to your heart #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

scedmonds:  Terry, how do you hope that positivity plays out day in & day 
out? #LeadFromWithin  

1:04 
am  

Starbucker:  My #2 attitude is Purpose: there must be a place you want to 
lead someone, or a group, (or yourself) TO #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: is a difference maker #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

niglesiasg:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: collaborate rather than control 
#leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: A1: Mentor and develop others 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ccpryor: @LollyDaskal collaboration with a team you 
believe in with a cause close to your heart #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: My #2 attitude is Purpose: there must be a 
place you want to lead someone, or a group, (or yourself) TO 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

crisher:  Well said...RT @JKWleadership: A1: Mentor and develop 
others #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

lricardo:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @paulbleier: I believe resilience and 
perseverance are key to leaders, especially in todays fast 
moving environment #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

scedmonds:  A1: loves people! #LeadFromWithin  

1:06 
am  

familyfoodie:  RT @starbucker: My #2 attitude is Purpose: there must be a 
place you want to lead someone, or a group, (or yourself) TO 
#leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A1: loves people! #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

jihadm:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: collaborate rather than control 
#leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

ccpryor:  @LollyDaskal @Starbucker A leader must have 
goals=purpose. I agree! #leadfromwithin  

1:06 JKWleadership:  A2: To communicate the purpose so that it is clearly 



am  understood and bought into. #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ccpryor: @LollyDaskal @Starbucker A leader must 
have goals=purpose. I agree! #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: A2: To communicate the purpose so 
that it is clearly understood and bought into. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

Starbucker:  @scedmonds Hi! To me, it has to go beyond a hope. It's more 
like a will, a will to cast a brighter light #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

PhotoG814:  A1: Is compassionate towards others as he or she would be to 
self. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  A1: is a source of inspiration. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: @scedmonds Hi! To me, it has to go 
beyond a hope. Its more like a will, a will to cast a brighter 
light #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: A1: Is compassionate towards others as he 
or she would be to self. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @WorkOnPurpose: A1: is a source of inspiration. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: i believe the attitude a leader has... determines their 
actions. #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

Starbucker:  My #3 attitudes are empathy & compassion. I have to be able 
to walk a mile in the other person's shoes #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

scedmonds:  That "will" is tangible in great leaders! #LeadFromWithin  

1:08 
am  

PhotoG814:  Clearly defined destination RT @JKWleadership: A2: 2 
communicate the purpose so that it's clearly understood & 
bought into. #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: the people you lead reflect the attitude you possess as a 
leader. #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: My #3 attitudes are empathy & 
compassion. I have to be able to walk a mile in the other 
persons shoes #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: That "will" is tangible in great leaders! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @Starbucker: My #3 attitudes are empathy & 
compassion. I have to be able to walk a mile in the other 
persons shoes #leadfromwithin  

1:09 itspurebusiness:  RT @Starbucker: My #3 attitudes are empathy & 



am  compassion. I have to be able to walk a mile in the other 
person's shoes #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

robinharpe:  totally agree RT @lollydaskal: A1: i believe the attitude a 
leader has... determines their actions. #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

Starbucker:  @WorkOnPurpose Absolutely - I call inspiration THE job of 
leadership. #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: Clearly defined destination 
#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: @WorkOnPurpose Absolutely - I call 
inspiration THE job of leadership. #leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

ccpryor:  @LollyDaskal A1: i believe the attitude a leader has... 
determines their actions. #leadfromwithin And it determines 
the amount of buy in.  

1:10 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  So true! RT @LollyDaskal: RT @Starbucker: 
@WorkOnPurpose Absolutely - I call inspiration THE job of 
leadership. #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

caprelo:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Starbucker: @WorkOnPurpose 
Absolutely - I call inspiration THE job of leadership. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: circumstances may not be of your choosing. but your 
attitude is all yours. be the leader. #leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

MissWall:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: i believe the attitude a leader has... 
determines their actions. #leadfromwithin --- SO true!!!!  

1:10 
am  

JKWleadership:  A3: And treat the person as they want to be treated, not 
necessarily as I want to be treated - respect differences 
#leadfromwithin  

1:10 
am  

itspurebusiness:  @LollyDaskal @JKWleadership Agree! Leader should be a 
Listener first and Speaker later. He/She shld knw whn 2 ans 
& to ask. #leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ccpryor: @LollyDaskal A1: i believe the attitude a 
leader has... And it determines the amount of buy in. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:11 
am  

caprelo:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: circumstances may not be of your 
choosing. but your attitude is all yours. be the leader. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

gomarwrites:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: circumstances may not be of your 
choosing. but your attitude is all yours. be the leader. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: A3: treat the person as they want to be 
treated, respect differences #leadfromwithin  



1:12 
am  

Starbucker:  And #4, humility. You want to make them BETTER than 
you. You shine the light on them. #leadfromwithin  

1:12 
am  

Sailorgirl36:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: circumstances may not be of your 
choosing. but your attitude is all yours. be the leader. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: And #4, humility. You want to make them 
BETTER than you. You shine the light on them. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

robinharpe:  UR attitude is composite of thoughts, feelings actions RT 
@ccpryor: @LollyDaskal A1:attitude determines their 
actions. #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

itspurebusiness:  @MissWall @LollyDaskal can w ad ex of leaders who 
inspire our thoughts? tht wil giv our statements validity as 
well as reach #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

tomterwilliger:  RT @Starbucker: My #2 attitude is Purpose: there must be a 
place you want to lead someone, or a group, (or yourself) TO 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

robinharpe:  RT @Sailorgirl36: RT @lollydaskal: A1: circumstances may 
not be of your choosing. but your attitude is all yours. so true 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

ccpryor:  @LollyDaskal @JKWleadership out of respect for 
differences comes insight and better leadership 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

PhotoG814:  @Starbucker empathy + compassion, as w/ any journey in 
life it's 1 foot in front of the other that gets u to where ur 
going #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @robinharpe: UR attitude is composite of thoughts, 
feelings actions @ccpryor: @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

JKWleadership:  Circumstances may not be of your choosing but your attitude 
is all yours. Be the leader. ~ @lollydaskal via @caprelo A1 
#leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  Yes, the true hallmark of a great mentor! RT @LollyDaskal: 
RT @Starbucker: humility. You want to make them 
BETTER than you. #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @tomterwilliger: RT @Starbucker: My #2 attitude is 
Purpose: there must be a place you want to lead someone, or 
a group, #leadfromwithin  

1:13 
am  

IntriguingDs:  @JKWleadership: A3: treat the person as they want to be 
treated, respect differences #leadfromwithin |rt 
@LollyDaskal ((ABSOLUTELY))!!  

1:14 scedmonds:  A1: a leader's compassion needs to be acted on consistently 



am  to build trust & confidence in team members 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:14 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @JKWleadership: Circumstances may not be of your 
choosing but your attitude is all yours. Be the leader. ~ 
@lollydaskal via @caprelo A1 #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  Powerful! RT @JKWleadership: Circumstances may not be 
of your choosing but your attitude is all yours. Be the leader. 
~ #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: @Starbucker empathy+compassion, as w/ 
any journey its 1 foot in front of the other gets u to where ur 
going #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A1: a leaders compassion needs to be 
acted on consistently to build trust & confidence in team 
members #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

niglesiasg:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @tomterwilliger: RT @Starbucker: My 
#2 attitude is Purpose: there must be a place you want to lead 
someone, or a group, #leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

thierryent:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: circumstances may not be of your 
choosing. but your attitude is all yours. be the leader. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:14 
am  

niglesiasg:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @robinharpe: UR attitude is composite 
of thoughts, feelings actions @ccpryor: @LollyDaskal 
#leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

niglesiasg:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Starbucker: And #4, humility. You 
want to make them BETTER than you. You shine the light on 
them. #leadfromwithin  

1:15 
am  

KendraRichards:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: i believe the attitude a leader has... 
determines their actions. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @Starbucker: And #4, humility. You want to make them 
BETTER than you. You shine the light on them. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  attitude of a leader is gentleness... because in a gentle way 
you shake the world. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @LollyDaskal @Starbucker: And #4, humility. You want 
to make them BETTER than you. You shine the light on 
them. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

TheWOWExpert:  RT @lollydaskal: attitude of a leader is gentleness... because 
in a gentle way you shake the world. #leadfromwithin  

1:16 
am  

JKWleadership:  A4: ?To become truly great, one has to stand with people, not 
above them.? ~ Marleen Charles de Montesquieu 
#leadfromwithin  



1:17 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lollydaskal: attitude of a leader is gentleness... because 
in a gentle way you shake the world. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership ?To become truly great, one has to 
stand with people, not above them.? ~ Marleen Charles de 
Montesquieu #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

will_lukang:  RT @JKWleadership: A4: ?To become truly great, one has to 
stand with people, not above them.? ~ Marleen Charles de 
Montesquieu #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

PhotoG814:  @Starbucker when we focus on the development of others 
more than ourselves, we learn and grow in the process. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

will_lukang:  RT @lollydaskal: attitude of a leader is gentleness... because 
in a gentle way you shake the world. #leadfromwithin  

1:17 
am  

ccpryor:  @LollyDaskal gentleness and empathy = a winning 
combination! #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

lollydaskal:  AMEN RT @ccpryor: @LollyDaskal gentleness and 
empathy = a winning combination! #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: A1: a leaders 
compassion needs to be acted on consistently to build trust & 
confidence in team members #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: @Starbucker when we focus on the 
development of others more than ourselves, we learn and 
grow in the process. #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

iChristina2010:  RT @lollydaskal: attitude of a leader is gentleness... because 
in a gentle way you shake the world. #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

JKWleadership:  @will_lukang Hi Will want to join us 
http://www.tweetchat.com? #leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

Starbucker:  Hi all - Q2 How do we "teach" attitude to those we lead? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:18 
am  

errandgurrl:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership ?To become truly 
great, one has to stand with people, not above them.? ~ 
Marleen Charles de Montesquieu #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: Hi all - Q2 How do we "teach" attitude to 
those we lead? #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

chrysula:  We don't. We model it. RT @Starbucker: Hi all - Q2 How do 
we "teach" attitude to those we lead? #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Starbucker: Hi all - Q2 How do we "teach" attitude to 
those we lead? #leadfromwithin//We model it ourselves...  

1:19 scedmonds:  The leaders who most inspire me do not care who gets the 



am  credit (demonstrated humility)! #LeadFromWithin  

1:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  @starbucker great question... #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

jasondyk:  Hey all...sorry for being late! #leadfromwithin  

1:19 
am  

AyaAcademy:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership ?To become truly 
great, one has to stand with people, not above them.? ~ 
Marleen Charles de Montesquieu #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @lollydaskal: attitude of a leader is gentleness... because 
in a gentle way you shake the world. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

gabbby5:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: circumstances may not be of your 
choosing. but your attitude is all yours. be the leader. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  Happy you can join us. RT @WorkOnPurpose: The people 
chatting at #leadfromwithin are so inspiring. I am always so 
impressed #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

Starbucker:  @lollydaskal I like that word , "genttle". It's not used enough 
when speaking of leadership #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @LollyDaskal I think a leader must find the balance that 
includes openness to others and a vision based on shared 
values. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  Welcome @jasondyk happy you are here! #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

ccpryor:  @Starbucker We model, we guide, we lead. #leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: The leaders who most inspire me do not 
care who gets the credit (demonstrated humility)! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:20 
am  

greghartle:  First, be the example. RT @Starbucker: Hi all - Q2 How do 
we "teach" attitude to those we lead? #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ccpryor: @Starbucker We model, we guide, we lead. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

CurtisHillyer:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: The leaders who most 
inspire me do not care who gets the credit (demonstrated 
humility)! #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

jasondyk:  A2: By being a model for them and allowing them to fail 
#leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

JKWleadership:  Q2: As leaders we teach attitude by living our words and 
demonstrating our belief in our mission and our people 



#leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

Starbucker:  RT @JKWleadership: A4: ?To become truly great, 1 has to 
stand with people, not above them.? -Marleen Charles de 
Montesquieu #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @StrategicMonk a leader must find the balance that 
includes openness to others and a vision based on shared 
values #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jasondyk: A2: By being a model for them and allowing 
them to fail #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

niglesiasg:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jasondyk: A2: By being a model for 
them and allowing them to fail #leadfromwithin  

1:21 
am  

niglesiasg:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @StrategicMonk a leader must find the 
balance that includes openness to others and a vision based 
on shared values #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

bruceserven:  RT @scedmonds: The leaders who most inspire me do not 
care who gets the credit (demonstrated humility)! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: Q2: As leaders we teach attitude by 
living our words and demonstrating our belief in our mission 
&ourpple #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: "teaching" attitude occurs when there are clear values & 
behaviors agreed to by all. #LeadFromWithin  

1:22 
am  

PhotoG814:  @JKWleadership Respect is key in any relationship, the 
leader/mentor's respect should b greater. How do you feel 
about this? #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

niglesiasg:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @ccpryor: @Starbucker We model, we 
guide, we lead. #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

lollydaskal:  So true! RT @scedmonds: A2: "teaching" attitude occurs 
when there are clear values & behaviors agreed to by all. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

Starbucker:  A2: I call it "rolling up the sleeves". We lead by our example. 
We must talk the talk, AND walk the walk #leadfromwithin  

1:22 
am  

AyaAcademy:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Starbucker: And #4, humility. You 
want to make them BETTER than you. You shine the light on 
them. #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @Starbucker: A2: I call it "rolling up the sleeves". We 
lead by our example. We must talk the talk, AND walk the 
walk #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

JKWleadership:  Plus showing the how to succeed next time RT @lollydaskal 
@jasondyk A2: By being a model for them and allowing 



them to fail #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

lollydaskal:  AMEN RT @Starbucker: A2: I call it "rolling up the 
sleeves". We lead by our example. We must talk the talk, & 
walk the walk #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

Starbucker:  @heart_path Indeed - it is not about you - it's about getting 
the ENTIRE group to its destination #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

josealzolay:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @StrategicMonk a leader must find the 
balance that includes openness to others and a vision based 
on shared values #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

ccpryor:  RT @Starbucker: A2: I call it "rolling up the sleeves". We 
lead by our example. We must talk the talk, AND walk the 
walk #leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: the leader must define the playing field, then praise 
desired attitudes and coach/redirect undesired attitudes. 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:23 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: @heart_path Indeed - it is not about you - 
its about getting the ENTIRE group to its destination 
#leadfromwithin  

1:23 
am  

annabananaSP:  RT @Starbucker: RT @JKWleadership: A4: ?To become 
truly great, 1 has to stand with people, not above them.? -
Marleen Charles de Montesquieu #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

itspurebusiness:  @LollyDaskal @scedmonds Agree they dont care who gets 
credit... learning from examples #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

JKWleadership:  @Starbucker @heart_path And celebrating the success when 
you arrive at your goal #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

lollydaskal:  For each of us to be leaders we must start by being truly 
excellent in our current roles. #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @lynnfishman: Great leaders promote resilience, 
optimism, & success byhelping others see the possibilities in 
themselves #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

chrysula:  Celebrating so critical RT @JKWleadership: @Starbucker 
@heart_path And celebrating the success when you arrive at 
your goal #leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: @Starbucker @heart_path And 
celebrating the success when you arrive at your goal 
#leadfromwithin  

1:24 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lynnfishman: Great leaders promote resilience, 
optimism,& success by helping others see the possibilities in 
themselves #leadfromwithin  

1:25 itspurebusiness:  RT @lynnfishman: #leadfromwithin Great leaders promote 



am  resilience, optimism, & success by helping others see the 
possibilities in themselves.  

1:25 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lollydaskal: For each of us to be leaders we must start 
by being truly excellent in our current roles. #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

loubortone:  RT @lollydaskal: attitude of a leader is gentleness... because 
in a gentle way you shake the world. #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  RT @lynnfishman: Great leaders promote resilience, 
optimism,success by helping others see the possibilities in 
themselves #leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

lollydaskal:  growing and developing leadership talent of every single 
person thru out the organization, company,and team 
#leadfromwithin  

1:25 
am  

Starbucker:  @LollyDaskal @JKWleadership @heart_path And oh yes, I 
like to celebrate successes! Why not! #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

niglesiasg:  RT @loubortone: RT @lollydaskal: attitude of a leader is 
gentleness... because in a gentle way you shake the world. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

lollydaskal:  each one of us are leaders. start demonstrating a leadership 
attitude. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

annabananaSP:  RT @Starbucker: And #4, humility. You want to make them 
BETTER than you. You shine the light on them. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

jihadm:  RT @lollydaskal: For each of us to be leaders we must start 
by being truly excellent in our current roles. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

PhotoG814:  A2: We need 2 understand that we r as much students as we r 
leaders. As long as we lead w/ this attitude we (cont...) 
#leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @LollyDaskal a leader must also understand that strengths 
and weaknesses may be different ways of seeing the same 
qualities. #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  @Starbucker You celebrate - yes! Because your glass is 
always half full! #leadfromwithin  

1:26 
am  

ccpryor:  @chrysula @JKWleadership @Starbucker @heart_path 
Praising a job that was well done and growth was 
experienced by all. #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

jihadm:  RT @lollydaskal: growing and developing leadership talent 
of every single person thru out the organization, 
company,and team #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

jihadm:  RT @lollydaskal: each one of us are leaders. start 
demonstrating a leadership attitude. #leadfromwithin  



1:27 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @WorkOnPurpose: @Starbucker You celebrate - yes! 
Because your glass is always half full! #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @StrategicMonk: a leader must also understand tht 
strengths & weaknesses may b different ways of seeing the 
sme qualities #leadfromwithin  

1:27 
am  

v__v__v:  RT @LollyDaskal: For each of us to be leaders we must start 
by being truly excellent in our current roles. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814 We need 2 understand that we r as much 
students as we r leaders. As long as we lead w/ this attitude 
#leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

PhotoG814:  A2: (cont'd...) will achieve positive results. Mutual respect 
and open communication are a must. #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

itspurebusiness:  RT @PhotoG814: A2: We need 2 understand that we r as 
much students as we r leaders. As long as we lead w/ this 
attitude we (cont...) #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @StrategicMonk: a leader must also 
understand tht strengths & weaknesses may b different ways 
of seeing the sme qualities #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: key to "teaching" attitude is a proactive, present leader 
catching their people doing things right! #LeadFromWithin  

1:28 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @LollyDaskal it is about guidance, growth, and direction; 
not just mindlessly driving toward a prescribed set of 
objectives #leadfromwithin  

1:28 
am  

Starbucker:  Being a teacher is the most gratifying part of being a leader, 
to me. To help people make a difference. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  to succeed everyone must demonstrate a leadership attitude. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

hurriednotes:  RT @Starbucker: Being a teacher is the most gratifying part 
of being a leader, to me. To help people make a difference. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @scedmonds: A2: key to "teaching" attitude is a 
proactive, present leader catching their people doing things 
right! #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

JKWleadership:  @Starbucker And when we teach we inspire others to do the 
same. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: Being a teacher is the most gratifying part 
of being a leader, to me. To help people make a difference. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A2: key to "teaching" attitude is a 
proactive, present leader catching their people doing things 



right! #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  Watching people succeed beyond their own expectations is 
my favorite part of being a leader. #leadfromwithin  

1:29 
am  

niglesiasg:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814 We need 2 understand 
that we r as much students as we r leaders. As long as we 
lead w/ this attitude #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @StrategicMonk it is about guidance, growth, & 
direction; nt just mindlessly driving 2ward a prescribed set of 
objectives #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @WorkOnPurpose: Watching people succeed beyond 
their own expectations is my favorite part of being a leader. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @Starbucker: Being a teacher is the most gratifying part 
of being a leader, to me. To help people make a difference. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

ccpryor:  @Starbucker And being a teacher is about helping many feel 
better about themselves and their place in the world. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: @Starbucker And when we teach we 
inspire others to do the same. #leadfromwithin  

1:30 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @WorkOnPurpose: Watching people succeed beyond 
their own expectations is my favorite part of being a leader. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:31 
am  

RobynMcMaster:  RT @loubortone: RT @lollydaskal: attitude of a leader is 
gentleness... because in a gentle way you shake the world. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

josealzolay:  RT @lollydaskal: For each of us to be leaders we must start 
by being truly excellent in our current roles. #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @WorkOnPurpose: Watching people succeed beyond 
their own expectations is my favorite part of being a leader. 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:32 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @lollydaskal @ccpryor @Starbucker and moving forward; 
helping ppl become better than they were before we worked 
together. #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: @WorkOnPurpose: Watching people 
succeed beyond their own expectations is my favorite part of 
being a leader #leadfromwithin  

1:33 
am  

jasondyk:  Give them confidence and self-awareness and they will soar 
#leadfromwithin  

1:33 PhotoG814:  @lollydaskal @StrategicMonk it's easier to achieve this goal 



am  when we make sure everyone is using the same map. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

hurriednotes:  RT @scedmonds: RT @WorkOnPurpose: Watching people 
succeed beyond their own expectations is my favorite part of 
being a leader. #LeadFromWithin  

1:34 
am  

gloriafeldt:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: @WorkOnPurpose: 
Watching people succeed beyond their own expectations is 
my favorite part of being a leader #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jasondyk: Give them confidence and self-awareness 
and they will soar #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

scedmonds:  One of my clients has a core value of "always a better way" - 
a teaching leader can use that platform nicely! 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:34 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: @lollydaskal @StrategicMonk its easier to 
achieve this goal when we make sure everyone is using the 
same map. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

ccpryor:  @LollyDaskal @scedmonds @WorkOnPurpose Leaders 
must respect the followers -without them there would be no 
leaders. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: One of my clients has a core value of 
"always a better way" - a teaching leader can use that 
platform nicely! #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

chrysula:  What's your approach to do that? RT @jasondyk: Give them 
confidence and self-awareness and they will soar 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

Starbucker:  Q3: How can our attitudes build trust? #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

JKWleadership:  When we inspire others to act as we do, we achieve our 
purpose and help them realize theirs. #leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  Love it! @StrategicMonk its easier to achieve this goal when 
we make sure everyone is using the same map. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:34 
am  

ElgaBenedicta:  RT @lollydaskal: For each of us to be leaders we must start 
by being truly excellent in our current roles. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: Q3: How can our attitudes build trust? 
#leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @PhotoG814 @lollydaskal or at least has a map! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

jasondyk:  @chrysula Be real with them, let the experiment, let them 
fail, but always be there beside to pick them up 



#leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

DAKGirl:  RT @LollyDaskal: For each of us to be leaders we must start 
by being truly excellent in our current roles. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

JulieannaBrady:  RT @lollydaskal: For each of us to be leaders we must start 
by being truly excellent in our current roles. #leadfromwithin  

1:35 
am  

Starbucker:  RT @scedmonds: One of my clients has a core value of 
"always a better way" (I like that - because there is!) ! 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:36 
am  

JKWleadership:  A3: when we consistently keep our promises and live our 
mission, trust is earned and shared. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

JDkix:  RT @Starbucker: Being a teacher is the most gratifying part 
of being a leader, to me. To help people make a difference. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  Q3. Our attitudes determine how "safe" peple can feel about 
sharing opinions and ideas with the leader. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

ccpryor:  @LollyDaskal @Starbucker compassion, follow through, 
support in the darkest of times. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: A3: when we consistently keep our 
promises and live our mission, trust is earned and shared. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

JulieannaBrady:  RT @loubortone: RT @lollydaskal: attitude of a leader is 
gentleness... because in a gentle way you shake the world. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @WorkOnPurpose: Q3. Our attitudes determine how 
"safe" peple can feel about sharing opinions and ideas with 
the leader. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

MichaelWillett:  RT @WorkOnPurpose: Q3. Our attitudes determine how 
"safe" peple can feel about sharing opinions and ideas with 
the leader. #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

JulieannaBrady:  RT @WorkOnPurpose: Watching people succeed beyond 
their own expectations is my favorite part of being a leader. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q3: by being authentic #leadfromwithin  

1:36 
am  

bruceserven:  RT @scedmonds: One of my clients has a core value of 
"always a better way" - a teaching leader can use that 
platform nicely! #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

scedmonds:  I believe the map "clarity" comes from the leader's clear 
purpose - the leader needs to set the context for activity. 
#LeadFromWithin  



1:37 
am  

heart_path:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q3: by being authentic 
#leadfromwithin@LollyDaskal Amen!  

1:37 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @LollyDaskal @Starbucker our willingness to listen and 
trust helps develop willingness to listen and trust in other ppl 
#leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

JulieannaBrady:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: @Starbucker And 
when we teach we inspire others to do the same. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

JulieannaBrady:  RT @ccpryor: @Starbucker And being a teacher is about 
helping many feel better about themselves and their place in 
the world. #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

JulieannaBrady:  RT @PhotoG814: RT @Starbucker: Being a teacher is the 
most gratifying part of being a leader, to me. To help people 
make a difference. #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

PhotoG814:  A3: Be the example & open communication RT 
@lollydaskal: RT @Starbucker: Q3: How can our attitudes 
build trust? #leadfromwithin  

1:37 
am  

JulieannaBrady:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814 We need 2 understand 
that we r as much students as we r leaders. As long as we 
lead w/ this attitude #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @JDkix: RT @Starbucker: Being a teacher is the most 
gratifying part of being a leader, to me. To help people make 
a difference. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  Q3. is a wonderful, complex question. Very cerebral. 
Wonderful! #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q3: if leaders have values. they can be the anchors < building 
trust. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @WorkOnPurpose: Q3. is a wonderful, complex 
question. Very cerebral. Wonderful! building trust..... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

Starbucker:  Our "openness" and willingness to listen without 
prejudgment are keys to trust #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: if leader behaviors, decisions & actions make staff feel 
honored & respected, trust will grow. #LeadFromWithin  

1:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: A3: Be the example & open 
communication RT @lollydaskal: @Starbucker: Q3: How 
can our attitudes build trust #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

jasondyk:  RT @Starbucker: Our "openness" and willingness to listen 
without prejudgment are keys to trust #leadfromwithin  

1:39 JulieannaBrady:  RT @bruceserven: RT @scedmonds: The leaders who most 



am  inspire me do not care who gets the credit (demonstrated 
humility)! #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A3: if leader behaviors, decisions & 
actions make staff feel honored & respected, trust will grow. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  RT @Starbucker: Our "openness" and willingness to listen 
without prejudgment are keys to trust #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: Our "openness" and willingness to listen 
without prejudgment are keys to trust #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

JulieannaBrady:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @StrategicMonk a leader must find the 
balance that includes openness to others and a vision based 
on shared values #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

Starbucker:  RT @lollydaskal: Q3: if leaders have values. they can be the 
anchors < building trust. #leadfromwithin (have values, and 
ACT the values)  

1:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  if leaders are dependable #build trust #leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  RT @LollyDaskal: if leaders are dependable #build trust 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
am  

Mikayla_Oliver:  @LollyDaskal So much #leadfromwithin happening right 
now...inspiring!  

1:40 
am  

JKWleadership:  When the team shares the values, you don't have to motivate 
them. They are already motivated . Q3 #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

ShennandoahDiaz:  RT @Starbucker: RT @lollydaskal: Q3: if leaders have 
values. they can be the anchors < building trust. 
#leadfromwithin (have values, and ACT the values)  

1:40 
am  

HowellMarketing:  ?@LollyDaskal: Q3: if leaders have values. they can be the 
anchors < building trust. #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

helpingvasleep:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: @WorkOnPurpose: 
Watching people succeed beyond their own expectations is 
my favorite part of being a leader #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @scedmonds:I believe the map "clarity" comes frm the 
leaders clr purpose - the leader needs 2 set the context 4 
activity. #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @ lollydaskal @scedmonds recognizing ppl's contributions 
in ways that are meaningful to them makes a very big 
difference #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

hurriednotes:  RT @JKWleadership: When the team shares the values, you 
don't have to motivate them. They are already motivated . Q3 
#leadfromwithin  



1:40 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: yes! stand up. show up. speak up for what 
they believe. builds trust. #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: When the team shares the values, you 
dont have to motivate them. They are already motivated . Q3 
#leadfromwithin  

1:40 
am  

bwdari:  RT @JDkix: RT @Starbucker: Being a teacher is the most 
gratifying part of being a leader, to me. To help people make 
a difference. #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @StrategicMonk: recognizing ppls contributions in ways 
that are meaningful to them makes a very big difference 
#leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

PhotoG814:  Well said, Thank U RT @Starbucker: Our "openness" and 
willingness to listen without prejudgment are keys to trust 
#leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

ccpryor:  @LollyDaskal @Starbucker Q3: if leaders have values. they 
can be the anchors < building trust. #leadfromwithin Walk 
the walk!  

1:41 
am  

jihadm:  RT @lollydaskal: if leaders are dependable #build trust 
#leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

Starbucker:  Trust can be a house of cards if you are not relentlessly 
consistent with your actions #leadfromwithin  

1:41 
am  

jahbalon:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @StrategicMonk: recognizing ppls 
contributions in ways that are meaningful to them makes a 
very big difference #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

HowellMarketing:  ?@LollyDaskal: RT @JKWleadership: When the team 
shares the values, you dont have to motivate ~ already 
motivated . Q3 #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a house of cards if you are not 
relentlessly consistent with your actions #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a house of cards if you are not 
relentlessly consistent with your actions #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: it is easy to honor & respect when things = going well; 
trust is magnified if leaders honor & respect when they're 
not! #LeadFromWithin  

1:42 
am  

PhotoG814:  @Starbucker There is a real difference in listening & hearing. 
Listening is a skill that can be developed. #leadfromwithin  

1:42 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a house 
of cards if you are not relentlessly consistent with your 
actions #leadfromwithin  

1:42 PhotoG814:  RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a house of cards if you are not 



am  relentlessly consistent with your actions #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A3: trust is magnified if leaders honor & 
respect when theyre not! #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: @Starbucker There is a real difference in 
listening & hearing. Listening is a skill that can be 
developed. #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

DAKGirl:  MT @LollyDaskal RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a house of 
cards if UR not relentlessly consistent w/your actions 
#leadfromwithin | Hello #GOP?  

1:43 
am  

bikespoke:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a house 
of cards if you are not relentlessly consistent with your 
actions #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

MichaelWillett:  Yes, indeed!RT @WorkOnPurpose RT @Starbucker Our 
"openness" and willingness to listen without prejudgment are 
keys to trust #leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

jasondyk:  @PhotoG814 @Starbucker listening takes time and practice, 
put away the distractions and open your eyes and ears! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:43 
am  

ccpryor:  @LollyDaskal @scedmonds Trust is very difficult to earn 
but easily lost.#leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

WorkOnPurpose:  Have to dash. Thank you for a wonderful chat tonight! 
#leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

robainbinder:  RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a house of cards if you are not 
relentlessly consistent with your actions #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

DoubleMartini:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Starbucker: Our "openness" and 
willingness to listen without prejudgment are keys to trust 
#leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

Carol_Stephen:  RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a house of cards if you are not 
relentlessly consistent with your actions #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ccpryor: @LollyDaskal @scedmonds Trust is very 
difficult to earn but easily lost. #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

jasondyk:  @WorkOnPurpose have a great night! :) #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

ldshpadvantage:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @StrategicMonk: recognizing ppls 
contributions in ways that are meaningful to them makes a 
very big difference #leadfromwithin  

1:44 
am  

lollydaskal:  Thank you for your wisdom and insights @WorkOnPurpose: 
#leadfromwithin  

1:45 scedmonds:  Listening is more involved than simply waiting for the other 



am  person to quit talking so you can share your solution! 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:45 
am  

chrysula:  It all sounds like the perfect parenting/family model too 
@jasondyk. We forget the synergies between home and 
business lives #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

Starbucker:  "I trust him" were always words that meant so much to me. 
Being trusted is an honor. #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

FastCoach:  RT @jkwleadership: RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a house 
of cards if you are not relentlessly consistent with your 
actions #leadfromwithin  

1:45 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: Listening is more involved than simply 
waiting for the other person to quit talking so you can share 
your solution! #LeadFromWithin  

1:46 
am  

PhotoG814:  @jasondyk @PhotoG814 @Starbucker So true. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @Starbucker: "I trust him" were always words that meant 
so much to me. Being trusted is an honor. #leadfromwithin  

1:46 
am  

Starbucker:  RT @PhotoG814: There is a real difference in listening & 
hearing. Listening is a skill that can be developed. 
#leadfromwithin (Agree)  

1:46 
am  

Chriscarroll50:  @LollyDaskal if one is to #leadfromwithin one needs the 
heart of a shepherd, willing to seek those who lag behind!  

1:46 
am  

hurriednotes:  RT @scedmonds: Listening is more involved than simply 
waiting for the other person to quit talking so you can share 
your solution! #LeadFromWithin  

1:46 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @Starbucker: "I trust him" were 
always words that meant so much to me. Being trusted is an 
honor. #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

ccpryor:  Trust is always something I strive for and work hard to earn. 
Very valuable. #leadfromwithin  

1:47 
am  

chrysula:  Rare! RT @Chriscarroll50: @LollyDaskal if one is to 
#leadfromwithin one needs the heart of a shepherd, willing to 
seek those who lag behind!  

1:48 
am  

PhotoG814:  A key aspect of trust is loyalty. If we remain loyal to the 
cause trust is easier to maintain. #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:48 
am  

dianapop:  RT @JKWleadership: Circumstances may not be of your 
choosing but your attitude is all yours. Be the leader. ~ 
@lollydaskal via @caprelo A1 #leadfromwithin  

1:49 ccpryor:  RT @PhotoG814: A key aspect of trust is loyalty. If we 



am  remain loyal to the cause trust is easier to maintain. 
#leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @JKWleadership: RT @Starbucker: "I trust him" were 
always words that meant so much to me. Being trusted is an 
honor. #leadfromwithin  

1:49 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @PhotoG814: A key aspect of trust is loyalty. If we 
remain loyal to the cause trust is easier to maintain. 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:49 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ccpryor: RT @PhotoG814: A key aspect of trust is 
loyalty. If we remain loyal to the cause trust is easier to 
maintain. #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

Starbucker:  Q4: As Tina Turner sang, "What's Love Got to Do With It?" 
Leading, that is... #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

lollydaskal:  @Starbucker everything! #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

ccpryor:  @heart_path build trust we must show faith in our team if we 
expect them to have faith in us. Yes! #leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

HawaiiPR:  RT @StrategicMonk: recognizing ppls contributions in ways 
that are meaningful to them makes a very big difference 
#leadfromwithin  

1:50 
am  

scedmonds:  Trust will enable team members to challenge the status quo, 
to take those few steps from good > great! #LeadFromWithin  

1:51 
am  

Chriscarroll50:  @LollyDaskal also to #leadfromwithin one should have the 
desire to see those around them to be made whole in 
themselves!  

1:51 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: Trust will enable team members to 
challenge the status quo, to take those few steps from good > 
great! #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

scedmonds:  A great leader loves and believes in their people - 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:51 
am  

Starbucker:  My favorite example when I talk about love is John Wooden, 
the UCLA coach. He had a sign, "LOVE", on his desk 
#leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

JKWleadership:  When we love what we do and the people we do it with and 
for - Leadership gets easier. A4 #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @HawaiiPR: RT @StrategicMonk: recognizing ppls 
contributions in ways that r meaningful 2 them makes a very 
big difference #leadfromwithin  

1:51 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JKWleadership: When we love what we do and the 
people we do it with and for - Leadership gets easier. A4 



#leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

ccpryor:  @Starbucker Q4 You must be in love with the position you 
are in, the results you help create and the cause you are 
answering #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

posickj:  RT @lollydaskal: great statement RT @JaneGunn: Love 
means saying" I see it differently" NOT "Youre wrong" 
#leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JKWleadership: When we love what 
we do & the people we do it with and for - Leadership gets 
easier. A4 #leadfromwithin  

1:52 
am  

lollydaskal:  as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave masterfully -and 
we love passionately. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

Starbucker:  You have to love leading, and not be afraid to talk about it, or 
express it. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

ENBdavies:  RT @LollyDaskal as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

scedmonds:  Relationships make organizations work (or not). Loving one's 
team & players creates a foundation for great performance. 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:53 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @posickj: RT @lollydaskal: great statement RT 
@JaneGunn: Love means saying" I see it differently" NOT 
"Youre wrong" #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

ChristianHanner:  RT @lollydaskal: as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal: as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #LeadFromWithin  

1:53 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Starbucker: You have to love leading, and not be afraid 
to talk about it, or express it. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @lollydaskal: as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #BeOriginal 
#leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

bruceserven:  RT @JKWleadership: When we love what we do and the 
people we do it with and for - Leadership gets easier. A4 
#leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

fabiotedeschi:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @posickj: RT @lollydaskal: great 
statement RT @JaneGunn: Love means saying" I see it 
differently" NOT "Youre wrong" #leadfromwithin  



1:53 
am  

ccpryor:  @Starbucker john Wooden - act like you've been there 
before! Class act. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

PhotoG814:  Bravo! RT @Starbucker: You have to love leading, and not 
be afraid to talk about it, or express it. #leadfromwithin  

1:53 
am  

varaba:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @posickj: RT @lollydaskal: great 
statement RT @JaneGunn: Love means saying" I see it 
differently" NOT "Youre wrong" #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

BigTrain:  nice @LollyDaskal RT as leaders we work brilliantly- we 
behave masterfully -and we love passionately. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

Starbucker:  My 2nd favorite line I like to hear as a leader: "Terry, I love 
what I do". Yes!! #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

romaratus:  attitude of a leader is gentleness... because in a gentle way 
you shake the world. #leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

hurriednotes:  RT @scedmonds: Relationships make organizations work (or 
not). Loving one's team & players creates a foundation for 
great performance. #LeadFromWithin  

1:54 
am  

HospiceHawaii:  RT @StrategicMonk: recognizing ppls contributions in ways 
that are meaningful to them makes a very big difference 
#leadfromwithin  

1:54 
am  

sweettypinkk:  RT @LollyDaskal: as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

jasondyk:  Thanks everyone for the #leadfromwithin chat...I loved 
it...but I got to go...have a great night everyone!  

1:55 
am  

jochenkleef:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Starbucker: You have to love 
leading, and not be afraid to talk about it, or express it. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

romaratus:  Watching people succeed beyond their own expectations is 
my favorite part of being a leader. #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

lollydaskal:  a leader is a dealer of hope and love #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

PhotoG814:  True love, comes from openness. We must allow it in & to 
flow freely from. #leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

Victor_Bertore:  #in via @LollyDaskal great statement RT @JaneGunn: Love 
means saying" I see it differently" NOT "Youre wrong" 
#leadfromwithin  

1:55 
am  

romaratus:  And when we teach we inspire others to do the same. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:55 lollydaskal:  so glad you spend some time with us this evening. 



am  @jasondyk #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @romaratus: And when we teach we inspire others to do 
the same. #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

ccpryor:  RT @lollydaskal: a leader is a dealer of hope and love 
#leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

Linda_Ruocco:  RT @lollydaskal: a leader is a dealer of hope and love 
#leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

chrisorourke:  RT @Starbucker: My 2nd favorite line I like to hear as a 
leader: "Terry, I love what I do". Yes!! #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

scedmonds:  Blanchard's newest research is about helping leader's build 
'work passion' in employees - totally about love! 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:56 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @PhotoG814: True love, comes from openness. We must 
allow it in & to flow freely from. #leadfromwithin  

1:56 
am  

sweettypinkk:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @posickj: RT @JaneGunn: Love 
means saying" I see it differently" NOT "Youre wrong" 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: Blanchards newest research is abt helping 
leaders build work passion in employees - totally about love! 
<LOVE #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @PhotoG814: True love, comes from 
openness. We must allow it in & to flow freely from. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

socialchngediva:  RT @JKWleadership: When we love what we do and the 
people we do it with and for - Leadership gets easier. A4 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

PhotoG814:  RT @lollydaskal: a leader is a dealer of hope and love 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

thoughtsoplenty:  RT @lollydaskal: a leader is a dealer of hope and love 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

scedmonds:  Thanks, @starbucker & @lollydaskal - inspiring 
conversation, the time flew by! #LeadFromWithin  

1:57 
am  

JKWleadership:  A leader who inspires by actions, develops others and loves 
what they do is sure to succeed and so will their team. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

lollydaskal:  @scedmonds I have so much to say about love and 
leadership. blanchard research come my way.... 
#leadfromwithin  

1:57 AFC_Accounting:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @romaratus: And when we teach we 



am  inspire others to do the same. #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

staceybellem:  RT @lollydaskal: as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal: a leader is a dealer of hope and love 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:57 
am  

Fp4Girls:  RT @lollydaskal: as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #leadfromwithin  

1:57 
am  

sweettypinkk:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @Starbucker: You have to love 
leading, and not be afraid to talk about it, or express it. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

lollydaskal:  @scedmonds @starbucker @lollydaskal time flies when you 
are having fun. #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: Thanks, @starbucker & @lollydaskal - 
inspiring conversation, the time flew by! 
#LeadFromWithin/Thank you all...  

1:58 
am  

DoubleMartini:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @ccpryor: @LollyDaskal 
@scedmonds Trust is very difficult to earn but easily lost. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

Winterthur:  RT @JKWleadership: When we love what we do and the 
people we do it with and for - Leadership gets easier. A4 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

hurriednotes:  RT @JKWleadership: A leader who inspires by actions, 
develops others and loves what they do is sure to succeed and 
so will their team. #leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

ccpryor:  @scedmonds @starbucker @lollydaskal Why is an hour with 
you all so short?! Thank you to all of you. Inspirational! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @JKWleadership: A leader who inspires by actions, 
develops others & loves what they do is sure to succeed! 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:58 
am  

PhotoG814:  Who is more loved? Someone who is respected. Lead with 
respect & the love will be reciprocated. #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

1:58 
am  

Starbucker:  One of my fav quotes: ?He treats them as his own beloved 
sons and they will stand by him until death? ? Sun Tzu 
#leadfromwithin  

1:59 
am  

AndresD:  RT @Starbucker: One of my fav quotes: ?He treats them as 
his own beloved sons and they will stand by him until death? 
? Sun Tzu #leadfromwithin  

1:59 scedmonds:  RT @PhotoG814: Who is more loved? Someone who is 



am  respected. Lead with respect & the love will be reciprocated. 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:59 
am  

Starbucker:  RT @LollyDaskal: @scedmonds @starbucker @lollydaskal 
time flies when you are having fun. #leadfromwithin (indeed, 
thanks!!)  

1:59 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @ccpryor: @scedmonds @starbucker @lollydaskal Why 
is an hour with you all so short?! Thank you. Inspirational! 
#LeadFromWithin  

1:59 
am  

hurriednotes:  RT @Starbucker: One of my fav quotes: ?He treats them as 
his own beloved sons and they will stand by him until death? 
? Sun Tzu #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

lollydaskal:  The attitude of a leader shines brightly with @starbucker 
thanks for your brilliance and your amazing questions. loved 
loved #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

ElsaEchaTalent:  RT @JKWleadership: When we inspire others to act as we 
do, we achieve our purpose and help them realize theirs. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

lollydaskal:  Next week the truly brilliant and passionate @scedmonds 
will join us on tweetchat and talk about "Cool Culture" 
#leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @scedmonds @ccpryor: @scedmonds @starbucker 
@lollydaskal Why is an hour with you all so short?! Thank 
you. Inspirational! #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

coltsallday:  We are all teachers; someone is always paying attention RT 
@romaratus: And when we teach we inspire others to do the 
same. #leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

ChristianHanner:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814: True love, comes from 
openness. We must allow it in & to flow freely from. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:00 
am  

Akevy613:  @scedmonds @PhotoG814 It says it Ethics of our fathers 
"who is respected those that respect others" #leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal: @scedmonds I have so much to say about 
love and leadership. blanchard research come my way! 
<happy to help! #LeadFromWithin  

2:01 
am  

lollydaskal:  amen RT @Akevy613: @scedmonds @PhotoG814 It says it 
Ethics of our fathers "who is respected those that respect 
others" #leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

hurriednotes:  Appreciate all the quotables from #leadfromwithin tonight. 
Great stuff!  

2:01 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @Akevy613: @scedmonds @PhotoG814 It says it Ethics 
of our fathers "who is respected those that respect others" 



#LeadFromWithin  

2:01 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @ChristianHanner: RT @lollydaskal: @PhotoG814: 
True love, comes from openness. We must allow it in & to 
flow freely from #leadfromwithin  

2:01 
am  

Starbucker:  Thanks to all who chatted with us today. Lead well!! And 
keep that glass half-full.... :-) #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  hope you join us next week @hurriednotes #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal: Next week the truly brilliant & passionate 
@scedmonds will join us on tweetchat & talk about "Cool 
Culture" #LeadFromWithin  

2:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  You are simple the best @starbucker I cannot thank you 
enough! #leadfromwithin  

2:02 
am  

gassho:  RT @Starbucker: My favorite example when I talk about 
love is John Wooden, the UCLA coach. He had a sign, 
"LOVE", on his desk #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

sweettypinkk:  RT @LollyDaskal: a leader is a dealer of hope and love 
#leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

JKWleadership:  @Starbucker @LollyDaskal - Thanks for an awesome 
discussion and demonstrating great leadership 
#leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

scedmonds:  I second that emotion! RT @lollydaskal: You are simple the 
best @starbucker I cannot thank you enough! 
#LeadFromWithin  

2:03 
am  

esmotis:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @PhotoG814: True love, comes from 
openness. We must allow it in & to flow freely from. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

ccpryor:  @LollyDaskal @starbucker Thank you both for a wonderful 
cerebral hour of insight and brilliance. #leadfromwithin  

2:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES THANK YOU RT @JKWleadership: @Starbucker 
@LollyDaskal - Thnx for an awesome discussion & 
demonstrating great leadership #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

ChristianHanner:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin 
#followthem @phoenixkev @PRuuPH @bruceserven 
@PhotoG814 @tkpleslie @ChristianHanner 
@daniellehrangel  

2:04 
am  

sweettypinkk:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @romaratus: And when we teach we 
inspire others to do the same. #leadfromwithin  

2:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  next week the fun continues @scedmonds will be magical 
#leadfromwithin  



2:04 
am  

jasondyk:  cool beans :) RT @scedmonds: RT @lollydaskal: Next week 
@scedmonds will join us on tweetchat & talk about "Cool 
Culture" #LeadFromWithin  

2:05 
am  

JKWleadership:  Looking forward to it at 8PM est RT @lollydaskal: next 
week the fun continues @scedmonds will be magical 
#leadfromwithin  

2:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  a huge hug coming your way @JKWleadership a big well 
wishes. #leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

Starbucker:  @LollyDaskal Thank YOU my friend. :-) leadfromwithin  

2:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  to each and everyone of you THANK YOU for being part of 
#leadfromwithin tweetchat. EACH of your voices matter. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:07 
am  

vonhemertinc:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: A3: if leader behaviors, 
decisions & actions make staff feel honored & respected, 
trust will grow. #leadfromwithin  

2:08 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @JKWleadership: Looking forward to it at 8PM est RT 
@lollydaskal: next week the fun continues @scedmonds will 
be magical #LeadFromWithin  

2:08 
am  

WayneCanyon:  @LollyDaskal I agree #leadfromwithin  

2:08 
am  

vonhemertinc:  RT @lollydaskal: a leader is a dealer of hope and love 
#leadfromwithin  

2:09 
am  

beckyrbnsn:  I love that my friend @scedmonds spent his birthday evening 
on Twitter with #leadfromwithin. Speaks to his character, 
motivation, and heart  

2:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  happy birthday to you @scedmonds wishing you a year filled 
with love, fun, play and music. #leadfromwithin  

2:11 
am  

tnvora:  RT @LollyDaskal: happy birthday to you @scedmonds 
wishing you a year filled with love, fun, play and music. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:12 
am  

PhotoG814:  Thank you to all who participated in tonights Tweetchat! 
#leadfromwithin @lollydaskal @scedmonds @starbucker 
@jkwleadership @jasondyk  

2:12 
am  

TheGiftofWisdom:  your mind, your heart, your beliefs, your values, they travel 
w/ you wherever you go. RT @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin 
#quote  

2:12 
am  

TheMarkMace:  RT @lollydaskal: each one of us are leaders. start 
demonstrating a leadership attitude. #leadfromwithin  

2:16 TheGiftofWisdom:  if you can be true of what goes on inside you. what goes on 



am  outside matters very little. RT via @LollyDaskal 
#leadfromwithin #tgowRTs #quote  

2:16 
am  

BUYANDSELLWITHK:  RT @lollydaskal: as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #leadfromwithin  

2:16 
am  

TheGiftofWisdom:  your mind, your heart, your beliefs, your values, they travel 
w/ you wherever you go. RT @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin 
#tgowRTs  

2:17 
am  

sweettypinkk:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @PhotoG814: True love, comes from 
openness. We must allow it in & to flow freely from. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:17 
am  

SpreadJoy2All:  RT @lollydaskal: For each of us to be leaders we must start 
by being truly excellent in our current roles. #leadfromwithin  

2:21 
am  

jannagae:  RT @lollydaskal: happy birthday to you @scedmonds 
wishing you a year filled with love, fun, play and music. 
#leadfromwithin  

2:21 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Love it! RT @LollyDaskal: a leader is a dealer of hope and 
love #leadfromwithin  

2:22 
am  

Houstonblogger:  RT @scedmonds: Listening is more involved than simply 
waiting for the other person to quit talking so you can share 
your solution! #LeadFromWithin  

2:22 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Yes! RT @LollyDaskal: RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a 
house of cards if you are not relentlessly consistent with your 
actions #leadfromwithin  

2:23 
am  

CeruleanHeart:  RT @TheGiftofWisdom: your mind, your heart, your beliefs, 
your values, they travel w/ you wherever you go. RT 
@LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin #tgowRTs  

2:24 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q3: if leaders have values. they can be 
the anchors < building trust. #leadfromwithin  

2:24 
am  

PhotoG814:  #leadfromwithin Thank You @Akevy613 @ChristianHanner 
@hurriednotes @ccpryor @romaratus @sweettypinkk 
@StrategicMonk @JaneGunn @heart_path  

2:24 
am  

CeruleanHeart:  RT @TheGiftofWisdom: if you can be true of what goes on 
inside you. what goes on outside matters very little. RT via 
@LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin #tgowRTs #quote  

2:33 
am  

TheGiftofWisdom:  Lead with #respect & the #love will be reciprocated. RT 
@PhotoG814 #leadfromwithin #quote #tgowRts  

2:34 
am  

scedmonds:  Thank you, Lolly! RT @LollyDaskal: happy birthday to you 
@scedmonds wishing you a year filled with love, fun, play & 
music. #leadfromwithin  

2:35 scedmonds:  RT @PhotoG814: Thank you to all who participated in 



am  tonights Tweetchat! #leadfromwithin @lollydaskal 
@scedmonds @starbucker @jkwleadership @jasondyk  

2:44 
am  

SJONES160:  RT @TheGiftofWisdom: Lead with #respect & the #love will 
be reciprocated. RT @PhotoG814 #leadfromwithin #quote 
#tgowRts  

2:48 
am  

Lorfehr:  RT @JKWleadership: A leader who inspires by actions, 
develops others and loves what they do is sure to succeed and 
so will their team. #leadfromwithin  

2:48 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @Starbucker: My #3 attitudes are empathy & 
compassion. I have to be able to walk a mile in the other 
persons shoes #leadfromwithin  

2:50 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: circumstances may not be of your 
choosing. but your attitude is all yours. be the leader. 
#leadfromwithin <Thanks.  

2:52 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @Starbucker: And #4, humility. You want to make them 
BETTER than you. You shine the light on them. 
#leadfromwithin  

3:00 
am  

SphinxPalmer:  RT @lollydaskal: as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #leadfromwithin  

3:01 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @Starbucker: A2: I call it "rolling up the sleeves". We 
lead by our example. We must talk the talk, & walk the walk 
#leadfromwithin  

3:02 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @LollyDaskal: For each of us to be leaders we must start 
by being truly excellent in our current roles. #leadfromwithin  

3:02 
am  

JKWleadership:  @will_lukang The #LeadFromWithin TweetChat is hosted 
by @LollyDaskal and a friend each Tuesday at 8PM est.  

3:06 
am  

heathermlewin:  RT @Starbucker: Trust can be a house of cards if you are not 
relentlessly consistent with your actions #leadfromwithin  

3:07 
am  

heathermlewin:  RT @Starbucker: Being a teacher is the most gratifying part 
of being a leader, to me. To help people make a difference. 
#leadfromwithin  

3:12 
am  

SphinxPalmer:  RT @lollydaskal: attitude of a leader is gentleness... because 
in a gentle way you shake the world. #leadfromwithin  

3:16 
am  

JKWleadership:  @LollyDaskal Hugs back Lolly and thanks for the invite. It 
was a blast. Wonderful conversation about how to 
#LeadFromWithin  

3:28 
am  

tammycravit:  RT @chrysula: We don't. We model it. RT @Starbucker: Hi 
all - Q2 How do we "teach" attitude to those we lead? 
#leadfromwithin  

3:37 cesczill:  RT @TheGiftofWisdom: your mind, your heart, your beliefs, 



am  your values, they travel w/ you wherever you go. RT 
@LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin #quote  

3:47 
am  

schlabstgirl:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @authenticpower: we need to keep 
open the channel to our higher self #leadfromwithin  

4:02 
am  

corinnerey:  RT @posickj: RT @lollydaskal: great statement RT 
@JaneGunn: Love means saying" I see it differently" NOT 
"Youre wrong" #leadfromwithin  

4:04 
am  

corinnerey:  True! RT @scedmonds: The leaders who most inspire me do 
not care who gets the credit (demonstrated humility)! 
#leadfromwithin  

4:07 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @LollyDaskal: growing and developing leadership talent 
of every single person thru out the organization, 
company,and team #leadfromwithin  

4:11 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @jasondyk: Give them confidence and self-awareness 
and they will soar #leadfromwithin  

4:12 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @JKWleadership: A3: when we consistently keep our 
promises and live our mission, trust is earned and shared. 
#leadfromwithin  

4:14 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @scedmonds: A3: if leader behaviors, decisions & 
actions make staff feel honored & respected, trust will grow. 
#LeadFromWithin  

4:15 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @JKWleadership: When the team shares the values, you 
don't have to motivate them. They are already motivated . Q3 
#leadfromwithin  

4:15 
am  

kengkaj_s:  RT @StrategicMonk: recognizing ppls contributions in ways 
that are meaningful to them makes a very big difference 
#leadfromwithin  

4:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @kengkaj_s 
@corinnerey @rebelbrown @schlabstgirl @JKWleadership 
PastorCharlesA @scedmonds @PhotoG814  

4:17 
am  

niglesiasg:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@kengkaj_s @corinnerey @rebelbrown @schlabstgirl 
@JKWleadership PastorCharlesA @scedmonds 
@PhotoG814  

4:18 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @kengkaj_s: RT @scedmonds: A3: if leader behaviors, 
decisions & actions make staff feel honored & respected, 
trust will grow. #LeadFromWithin  

4:19 
am  

rebelbrown:  @LollyDaskal Great to be find you today.!How perfect - 
#leadfromwithin on a ski lift under the most beautiful blue 
sky day! I am blessed!  

4:19 giselle2323:  RT @kengkaj_s: RT @JKWleadership: When the team 



am  shares the values, you don't have to motivate them. They are 
already motivated . Q3 #leadfromwithin  

4:19 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @kengkaj_s: RT @jasondyk: Give them confidence and 
self-awareness and they will soar #leadfromwithin  

4:20 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @corinnerey: RT @posickj: RT @lollydaskal: great 
statement RT @JaneGunn: Love means saying" I see it 
differently" NOT "Youre wrong" #leadfromwithin  

4:20 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @scedmonds: Listening is more involved than simply 
waiting for the other person to quit talking so you can share 
your solution! #LeadFromWithin  

4:21 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @ElsaEchaTalent: RT @JKWleadership: When we 
inspire others to act as we do, we achieve our purpose and 
help them realize theirs. #leadfromwithin  

4:23 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @SavvyBabii 
@pastorCharles @scedmonds @ceruleanHeart 
@Thegiftofwisdom @elsaechatalent @corinnerey  

4:24 
am  

ACEREPAIR:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@SavvyBabii @pastorCharles @scedmonds @ceruleanHeart 
@Thegiftofwisdom @elsaechatalent @corinnerey  

4:25 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @TheMarkMace 
@PhotoG814 @beckyrbnsn @vonhemertinc @jasondyk 
@ChristianHanner @ccpryor @Starbucker  

4:28 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin @Akevy613 @hurriednotes 
@thoughtsoplenty @AFC_Accounting @chrisorourke 
@Linda_Ruocco @Victor_Bertore  

4:31 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @romaratus 
@HospiceHawaii @BigTrain @varaba @regb23 
@bruceserven @ENBdavies @Chriscarroll50 @heart_path  

4:31 
am  

zerodean:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@romaratus @HospiceHawaii @BigTrain @varaba 
@regb23 @bruceserven @ENBdavies @Chriscarroll50 
@heart_path  

4:33 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @chrysula 
@FastCoach @WorkOnPurpose @robainbinder 
@MichaelWillett @bikespoke @DAKGirl 
@HowellMarketing  

4:34 
am  

honey_bees:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@chrysula @FastCoach @WorkOnPurpose @robainbinder 
@MichaelWillett @bikespoke @DAKGirl 
@HowellMarketing  

4:35 
am  

Sparkwize:  RT @Starbucker: One of my fav quotes: ?He treats them as 
his own beloved sons and they will stand by him until death? 



? Sun Tzu #leadfromwithin  

4:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @StrategicMonk 
@helpingvasleep @ShennandoahDiaz @Mikayla_Oliver 
@JulieannaBrady @lynnfishman  

4:36 
am  

shc3588:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@StrategicMonk @helpingvasleep @ShennandoahDiaz 
@Mikayla_Oliver @JulieannaBrady @lynnfishman  

4:36 
am  

romaratus:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@romaratus @HospiceHawaii @BigTrain @varaba 
@regb23 @bruceserven @ENBdavies @Chriscarroll50 
@heart_path  

4:39 
am  

Linda_Ruocco:  RT @StrategicMonk: @ lollydaskal @scedmonds 
recognizing ppl's contributions in ways that are meaningful to 
them makes a very big difference #leadfromwithin  

4:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks @JulieannaBrady 
@DAKGirl @gloriafeldt @niglesiasg @loubortone 
@itspurebusiness @LorenaHeletea @gabbby5  

4:43 
am  

lollydaskal:  Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks@AyaAcademy 
@iChristina2010 @TheWOWExpert @intriguingDs 
@tomterwilliger @familyfoodie @Starkeyc @AnnTran_  

4:45 
am  

signatureladyj:  RT @ElsaEchaTalent: RT @JKWleadership: When we 
inspire others to act as we do, we achieve our purpose and 
help them realize theirs. #leadfromwithin  

4:46 
am  

tomterwilliger:  Nice to meet you! RT @LollyDaskal @AyaAcademy 
@iChristina2010 @TheWOWExpert @intriguingDs 
@familyfoodie @Starkeyc @AnnTran_ #leadfromwithin  

4:48 
am  

JKWleadership:  @kengkaj_s Thanks for the #LeadFromWithin RTs - you 
should join us next week. Hope you are starting off a great 
Wednesday.  

4:51 
am  

schlabstgirl:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@kengkaj_s @corinnerey @rebelbrown @schlabstgirl 
@JKWleadership PastorCharlesA @scedmonds 
@PhotoG814  

4:56 
am  

YodaAvatar:  RT @authenticpower: @JaneGunn There's big work to do 
and that's why we're here #leadfromwithin < yes - did we 
live, did we love, did we make a difference  

5:24 
am  

itspurebusiness:  @LollyDaskal @JulieannaBrady @DAKGirl @gloriafeldt 
@niglesiasg @loubortone @LorenaHeletea @gabbby5 TY 
evry1 for amazing #leadfromwithin chat  

5:31 
am  

vonhemertinc:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@TheMarkMace @PhotoG814 @beckyrbnsn 
@vonhemertinc @jasondyk @ChristianHanner @ccpryor 



@Starbucker  

5:34 
am  

vonhemertinc:  RT: Leaders who #Leadfromwithin #Thanks @LollyDaskal! 
@themarkmace @photog814 @beckyrbnsn @jasondyk 
@christianhanner @ccpryor @starbucker  

6:00 
am  

sirramongabriel:  RT @JKWleadership: A leader who inspires by actions, 
develops others and loves what they do is sure to succeed and 
so will their team. #leadfromwithin  

7:35 
am  

CheapREI:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin 
#thanks@AyaAcademy @iChristina2010 @TheWOWExpert 
@intriguingDs @tomterwilliger @familyfoodie @Starkeyc 
@AnnTran_  

7:48 
am  

demiroy:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin 
#thanks@AyaAcademy @iChristina2010 @TheWOWExpert 
@intriguingDs @tomterwilliger @familyfoodie @Starkeyc 
@AnnTran_  

9:04 
am  

cj_mizzo:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @StrategicMonk: a leader must also 
understand tht strengths & weaknesses may b different ways 
of seeing the sme qualities #leadfromwithin  

9:38 
am  

leaderthoughts:  RT @JKWleadership: @kengkaj_s Thanks for the 
#LeadFromWithin RTs - you should join us next week. Hope 
you are starting off a great Wednesday.  

10:14 
am  

helpingvasleep:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@StrategicMonk @helpingvasleep @ShennandoahDiaz 
@Mikayla_Oliver @JulieannaBrady @lynnfishman  

10:31 
am  

dalesugars:  RT @TheGiftofWisdom: your mind, your heart, your beliefs, 
your values, they travel w/ you wherever you go. RT 
@LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

11:22 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @lollydaskal: to each and everyone of you THANK 
YOU for being part of #leadfromwithin tweetchat. EACH of 
your voices matter. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
pm  

scedmonds:  RT @LollyDaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@kengkaj_s @corinnerey @rebelbrown @schlabstgirl 
@JKWleadership @scedmonds @PhotoG814  

12:24 
pm  

Mikayla_Oliver:  RT @LollyDaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@StrategicMonk @helpingvasleep @ShennandoahDiaz 
(cont) http://tl.gd/88c95v  

12:55 
pm  

LeadershipMuse:  RT @JKWleadership: A leader who inspires by actions, 
develops others and loves what they do is sure to succeed and 
so will their team. #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
pm  

LeadershipMuse:  RT @JKWleadership: When the team shares the values, you 
don't have to motivate them. They are already motivated . Q3 
#leadfromwithin  



1:16 
pm  

chrysula:  @LollyDaskal Thanks Lolly for a great #leadfromwithin chat 
last night. Found some fabulous new tweeps to follow and 
learn from. Inspiring.  

1:21 
pm  

familyfoodie:  RT @lollydaskal Leaders who #leadfromwithin 
@AyaAcademy @iChristina2010 @TheWOWExpert 
@IntriguingDs @TomTerwilliger @Starkeyc @AnnTran_  

1:32 
pm  

kengkaj_s:  RT @PhotoG814: @Starbucker There is a real difference in 
listening & hearing. Listening is a skill that can be 
developed. #leadfromwithin  

1:32 
pm  

kengkaj_s:  RT @ccpryor: @LollyDaskal @scedmonds Trust is very 
difficult to earn but easily lost. #leadfromwithin  

1:38 
pm  

kengkaj_s:  RT @JKWleadership: When we love what we do and the 
people we do it with and for - Leadership gets easier. A4 
#leadfromwithin  

1:39 
pm  

kengkaj_s:  RT @LollyDaskal: as leaders we work brilliantly- we behave 
masterfully -and we love passionately. #leadfromwithin  

1:40 
pm  

kengkaj_s:  RT @Starbucker: You have to love leading, and not be afraid 
to talk about it, or express it. #leadfromwithin  

2:08 
pm  

robainbinder:  TY @LollyDaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin @chrysula 
@FastCoach @WorkOnPurpose @MichaelWillett 
@bikespoke @DAKGirl @HowellMarketing  

2:21 
pm  

CathyPresland:  RT @Starbucker: Q4: As Tina Turner sang, "What's Love 
Got to Do With It?" Leading, that is... #leadfromwithin <-- A 
lot in my view!  

3:07 
pm  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: next week the fun continues @scedmonds 
will be magical #leadfromwithin  

3:08 
pm  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@kengkaj_s @corinnerey @rebelbrown @schlabstgirl 
@JKWleadership PastorCharlesA @scedmonds 
@PhotoG814  

3:08 
pm  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@SavvyBabii @pastorCharles @scedmonds @ceruleanHeart 
@Thegiftofwisdom @elsaechatalent @corinnerey  

3:08 
pm  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@TheMarkMace @PhotoG814 @beckyrbnsn 
@vonhemertinc @jasondyk @ChristianHanner @ccpryor 
@Starbucker  

3:08 
pm  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin @Akevy613 
@hurriednotes @thoughtsoplenty @AFC_Accounting 
@chrisorourke @Linda_Ruocco @Victor_Bertore  

3:08 regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 



pm  @romaratus @HospiceHawaii @BigTrain @varaba 
@regb23 @bruceserven @ENBdavies @Chriscarroll50 
@heart_path  

3:08 
pm  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@chrysula @FastCoach @WorkOnPurpose @robainbinder 
@MichaelWillett @bikespoke @DAKGirl 
@HowellMarketing  

3:08 
pm  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@StrategicMonk @helpingvasleep @ShennandoahDiaz 
@Mikayla_Oliver @JulieannaBrady @lynnfishman  

3:08 
pm  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@JulieannaBrady @DAKGirl @gloriafeldt @niglesiasg 
@loubortone @itspurebusiness @LorenaHeletea @gabbby5  

3:08 
pm  

regb232:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin 
#thanks@AyaAcademy @iChristina2010 @TheWOWExpert 
@intriguingDs @tomterwilliger @familyfoodie @Starkeyc 
@AnnTran_  

3:36 
pm  

MotivatingWoman:  RT @JaneGunn: Nothing in the world can take the place of 
persistence #leadfromwithin  

7:44 
pm  

PRuuPH:  As leaders in life, as Captains of your ships, try leading 
#WholeHearted try making sure you #LeadFromWithin  

8:02 
pm  

JLCroonen:  RT @lollydaskal: if you are healthy, you are alive, and if you 
are alive anything is possible. #leadfromwithin  

8:03 
pm  

JLCroonen:  RT @lollydaskal: Let people know you care about them. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:27 
pm  

TheGiftofWisdom:  RT @dalesugars: RT @TheGiftofWisdom: your mind, your 
heart, your beliefs, your values, they travel w/ you wherever 
you go. RT @LollyDaskal #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
pm  

SusanPopoola:  Find your true purpose - the WHY of your success 
#leadfromwithin via @JaneGunn  

8:44 
pm  

oneicity:  RT @JKWleadership: When we love what we do and the 
people we do it with and for - Leadership gets easier. A4 
#leadfromwithin  

8:46 
pm  

SusanPopoola:  so many of us have convictions but few of us have d courage 
& stamina to stand alone to defend our beliefs 
#leadfromwithin via @LollyDaskal:  

11:21 
pm  

BigTrain:  RT @lollydaskal: Leaders who #leadfromwithin #thanks 
@romaratus @HospiceHawaii @BigTrain @varaba 
@regb23 @bruceserven @ENBdavies @Chriscarroll50 
@heart_path  

	  


